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Abstract 
The US changed its patent policy toward pro-patent-ism in 1980s. Japan discarded one of 
dual IP (Industrial Property) infringement resolution systems in 1960. Korea adopted 
material (composition of matter) patent in 1987. These 3 break cases can be detected by 
iteratively moving QLR (Quandt Likelihood Ratio) tests through using patent or the like 
time-series data. 
 
1st, using Stata command "varsoc", we can select the lag-orders for the level data 
themselves or the natural log data thereof. We may have to use the difference data from 
the above data. The selection criteria are FPE, AIC, HQIC, SBIC.  
 
2nd, using Stata the command "cusum6", we can select the appropriate & final model 
from the above candidate models. Selection criteria are the cumulative sums(CUSUM) of 
the recursive residuals and their squares from the above models' regressions. 
 
3rd, in applying the general regression to the time series data we tend to exaggerate the 
both ends and so should adopt the centered 70% range. The dummy variable "di" 
indicates the point of the break. The multiplications of independent variables of the above 
final model by the dummy variable "di" are required for the above QLR test coding 
contents. 
 

Key Words: time-series, break, detection, policy, justification, verification 
Note: Graphic & tabular images herein were produced by Stata except for self-products. 
 The following coding contents are modified from Torres-Reyna (2014). 

 
 

1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Statistical Significance: Statistics Informs International IP Policies 
Statisticians select variables, ending up to prepare candidate models, and test the final 
result, that empowers industrial property policy stake-holders to justify decisions about 
the most effective and efficient international industrial property policies, such as pro-
patent-ism adoption, dispute resolution simplification and patent scope enlargement. 
Statisticians contribute to providing more and better information for an international 
spectrum of decision makers - the United States, Japan and Republic of Korea. 

 

1.2 Legends of Data Usage Herein 
The US patent application data, including utility patent, design patent and plant patent, 
were used as “uspap”. “p” stands for patent and “ap” application. The Japanese Industrial 
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property (patent, utility model, design and trademark) lawsuit application data were 
quoted as “jpsap”. “s” means lawsuit. 
 
The Korean patent application data were analyzed as “krpap”, to which “t” could be 
added meaning “total”. The Korean patent registration data were also utilized as “krpre” , 
to which “t” could be added meaning “total”, either. “re” symbolizes registration. Both of 
the Korean patent application and registration data were divided into foreign and 
domestic data, from which we could find more detailed results in chapter 5. 
 
For example, “krpapf” is intended to be Korean patent application foreign data. “ln” 
could be added for natural log. “d1”, “d2”, “L1”, “L2” might also be combined together 
with the dot in front of the original data or the natural log data thereof, which are 
supposed to be difference data or the lag data from them. 
 
Table 1: Data Collections Hereof 

Data Usage 

US Patent Application Data 
(uspap) 

US Pro-patent-ism Proof 

JP IP(Industrial Property) Lawsuit Application 
Data (jpsap) 

Balloon Effect Proof from JP 
Dispute Resolution Simplification 

KR Patent Application 
Total Data 

(krpapt) 

KR Pat App Foreign 
(krpapf) 

Patent Scope 
Enlargement 

Proof 

Who Wins from 
KR Patent Scope 

Enlargement? 

KR Pat App Domestic 
(krpapd) 

KR Patent Registration 
Total Data 

(krpret) 

KR Pat Reg Foreign 
(krpref) 

KR Pat Reg Domestic 
(krpred) 

 

1.3 Time Series Data Corrections and the CHOW Test Premises 
Let’s suppose we have an ADL(1,1) model (Autoregressive Distributed Lag) like the 
following function. Let τ symbolize the hypothesized break time point. Let Dt(τ) be the 
dummy variable that equals 0 before the break time point and 1 after. Accordingly, Dt(τ) 
= 0 if t ≤ τ and Dt(τ) = 1 if t > τ. 
 

Yt = b0 + b1Yt-1 + d1Xt-1 + g0Dt(τ) + g1[Dt(τ) ⅹ Yt-1] + g2[Dt(τ) ⅹ Xt-1] + ut. 

 
Under the H0 of no break, g0 = g1 = g2 = 0. Under the H1 that there is a break, at least one 
of g’s is nonzero. Thus H0 against H1 could be tested using the F-statistic, which is 
called a Chow test for a break at a known break date. 
 
Most of the time a break is expected to be located within a range of dates of τ0 and τ1, for 
every τ between of which the Chow test can be applied and the ‘largest’ of the resulting 
F-statistics can also be selected. This modified Chow test is named as QLR (Quandt 
likelihood ratio) statistic and sometimes as the sup-Wald statistic. 
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For large-sample approximation the endpoints τ0 and τ1 cannot be too close to the 
beginning or the end of the sample. This is the reason why the common choice is to use 
15% trimming, ending up to be centered 70% chosen. Upon both of the conditions of the 
above 15% trimming premise and the number “q” of dummy-interaction coefficients 
including the dummy itself, the QLR statistic Fq,∞ distribution table is shown in Stock & 
Watson (2012, pp.599~601). Critical values for other trimming percentages are given in 
Andrews (2003). 
 
Stock & Watson (2012) showed the following “Critical Values of the QLR Statistic with 
15% trimming”. The following symbols such as “uspap”, “krpapf” and “jpsap” are 
corresponding to the right side values. For example, 7.12 of 10% is applied for “uspap”. 
 

Table 2: Critical Values of the QLR Statistic with 15% Trimming[F(q, ∞)] 

Number of 
Restrictions(q) 

10% 
Significance Level 

5% 
Significance Level 

1% 
Significance Level 

1 “uspap” 7.12  8.68  12.16 

2  5.00  5.86  7.78 

3  4.09  4.71 “krpapf” 6.02 

4  3.59  4.09 

“jpsap” 
“krpapt” 
“krpret” 
“krpred” 

5.12 

5  3.26  3.66 
“krpref” 
“krpred” 

4.53 

 
Here we can change the above ADL(1,1) model into being an AR(1) model, which is 
written as a time series data model as follows. Similarly, we can have AR(2) and AR(3) 
models. 
 

Yt= b0+b1Yt-1+ g0Dt(τ)+g1[Dt(τ)ⅹYt-1] + ut 

 

Yt =b0+b1Yt-1+b2Yt-2+ g0Dt(τ)+g1[Dt(τ)ⅹYt-1]+g2[Dt(τ)ⅹYt-2] + ut. 

  

Yt=b0+b1Yt-1+b2Yt-2+b3Yt-3+ g0Dt(τ)+g1[Dt(τ)ⅹYt-1]+g2[Dt(τ)ⅹYt-2]+g3[Dt(τ)ⅹYt-3] + ut. 

 
Generally speaking, the following F-statistics are used for ANOVA (Analysis of 
variance). Here we have breaks or changes in the time series data for some reasons. 
These reasons are represented as the coefficients of g0, g1, g2, g3, where H0: 
g0=g1=g2=g3=0 and H1: at least one of g0, g1, g2, g3 is not zero. 
 

F= (between sum of squares) / (within sum of squares) ~ F(k-1, N-k) 
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Because the QLR statistic is the ‘largest’ of many F- statistics, its distribution is not the 
same as an individual F-statistic. Instead, the critical values for the QLR statistic must be 
obtained from a special distribution such as the one in the above table. Like the F-statistic, 
this distribution depends on the number of restrictions being tested, q, that is the number 
of coefficients (including the intercept) that are being allowed to break, or change, under 
the alternative hypothesis. (Stock & Watson, 2012, pp.599~601) 
 
Time series data could be here said to have auto-correlations (nearby interferences) and 
heteroscedastacities (abnormal distributions). Both of auto-correlations and 
heteroscedastacities could be removed through adding lag data of themselves and 
selecting normal distributions. 
 
These addition and selection end up determining the final model. Each & all points of the 
final model are tested for finding the extent of changing. The values of extents of 
changing could be said to be the slope and intercept differences between left and right 
sides at those points. 
 
The traditional CHOW test requires the iid conditions as is illustrated in the following 
diagram. Every point should be independent each other, with no auto-corelation accepted. 
Every point should have identically distributed error terms, without heteroskedasticity. 
 

 
Figure 1: CHOW Test iid Requirements (Source: Kim, 2015) 

 
The above QLR test was implemented to be a computerized coding sample by Torres-
Reyna (2014). This thesis shows how to modify the above coding sample in order to 
adapt to the current international IP (Industrial Property) time series data. 
 

1.4 What This Thesis Shows Compared with the Already Known Theories 
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This thesis shows how to set up the candidate “p”s and the AR(p) models by using the 
already known computer software like Stata in order to eliminate auto-correlations. This 
thesis also shows how to remove heteroscedastacities of the above candidate AR(p) 
models by selecting the best optimal AR(p) model from the above candidate AR(p) 
models through using the already known computer software like Stata, either. 
 
Generally speaking, ARIMA (Auto Regressive Integrated Moving-Average) models or 
the other abnormal time series models like polynomial trend models might be 
transformed to be normal ones in terms of the iid conditions. 
 
By taking the difference data from the abnormal original time series data, we can get the 
normal time series data through setting ‘d’ to be 0, 1, 2, …. in the ARIMA(p,d,q). 
 

Sometimes we use the Box-Cox transform like (yλ,-1)/λ, λ≠0, or another transform such 

as ln(y), √y, 1/y. “ln” here stands for natural logarithm. 

 
Furthermore, by observing the correlograms from the PACF (Partial Auto Correlation 
Function) and the ACF (Auto Correlation Function) like the following sample table, we 
can select ‘p’ for the AR(p) and ‘q’ for the MA(q). (Johnston & DiNardo, 1997, 
pp.207~220) 
 
Table 3: Correlograms from the ACF and PACF of the Korean Patent Application Data 

 
 
However, the above procedures require repetitive ‘trials and errors’ from the on-site 
training experiences in order to get ‘rule of thumb’ selection wisdom. (Lee, 2013, p.96) 
For example, ‘p’ for the AR(p) is selected when ACF diminishes or lapses exponentially 
in the sine function format and PACF is truncated to be zero after the lag ‘p’. And ‘q’ for 
the MA(q) is chosen if ACF and PACF have the results on the contrary. 
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For the principle of parsimony and for the efficiency and effectiveness by utilizing fully 
the already developed computerized software, this thesis simplifies the above steps as the 
following chapters. In ARIMA(p,d,q) this thesis only takes “p” and “d” without “q” 
considered. “q” should be left behind and still alive for showing breaks in this thesis. 
 

2. How to Prove the US Pro-patent-ism 

 
2.1 Research Background 

As the following table, the US has taken pro-patent-ism since the 1980s. After the 
1980s the US had experienced the increasing patent application numbers. Hall 
(2004) tried to analyze the US patent data by using the unit root tests and the growth rate 
thereof. 
 
Table 4: Several Changes in the US Patent System around the years of 1980s 

Changes Results 

1980 Diamond v Chakrabarty 
1980 Bayh-Dole Legislation 
1981 Diamond v Diehr case 
1982 CAFC Established 
1984 Hatch-Waxman Act 
1985/6 TI sues JP semiconductor firms 
1986 Kodak v. Polaroid 
1994 TRIPS agreement 
1998 State Street & ATT v. Excel 

Patents for Artificial Generic Organisms 
University Patents Increased 
Computer Software Patented 
Patent Validity Sustained More 
Patent Term Restoration & Generic Drugs 
After winning, funding R&D from royalties 
1B$ judgement against Kodak 
International harmonization begins 
Patentability of business methods 

(Source: Hall, 2004) 

 
2.2 Lag-Order Selection for Level Data or Log Data Thereof 
Using Stata command "varsoc", we can select the lag-orders for the level data themselves 
or the natural log data thereof. We may have to use the difference data from the above 
data. Balcombe et al (2011) accept the lag order of up to 3, with which we could not 
agree due to the afterwards seemingly abnormal data, in the following chapter 5, where 
the trend fluctuation varied extremely. Anyway here in chapters 2, 3 and 4 we maintained 
the lag of up to 3. 
 
The following table was produced by using the Stata command “varsoc”. At the leftmost 
candidate, “uspap” means the US patent application data and has the lag of 3. In the 
middle, “d1.uspap” shows that 1st level difference data of “uspap” has the same lag 3, 
either. In the rightmost, “d1.lnuspap”, the natural log data of the middle, has the lag of 0. 
All of these 3 candidates are still useful. 
 
Table 5: Lag Candidates from the US Patent Application Data 
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On the above table, “LL” results from the log likelihood test, “LR” the likelihood ratio 
test and “df” Augmented Dickey–Fuller unit-root test. FPE (the final prediction error), 
AIC (Akaike’s information criterion), SBIC (Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion) 
and HQIC (Hannan and Quinn information criterion) are also shown.  
 

2.3 Heteroskedasticity Tests for Models 
Using the Stata command "cusum6", we can select the appropriate & final model from 
the above candidate models. Selection criteria are the cumulative sums (CUSUM) of the 
recursive residuals and their squares from the above models' regressions. (StataCorp, 
2009)  
 
The following diagram, both of the leftmost “L(1/3).uspap” and the middle 
“L(1/3).d1.uspap” have the out of range problem, which is the reason why these 
candidates should be discarded. The rightmost “d1.lnuspap”, the 1st level difference data 
from the natural log of the US patent application data, is the only one and best candidate. 
 

Figure 2: Heteroskedasticity Tests about the US Patent Application Data 
 

2.4 QLR Test Coding for Finding Breaks of the US patent application data 
In the following coding contents, both of “local i = round('time'*.15)” and “local f = 
round('time'*.85)” realize the centered 70% range, that, Mitchell(2014) insists, is 
necessary in applying the general regression to the time series data.  
 
The following coding contents, both of “local var = "lnuspap"” and “gen diff'var' = 
d1.'var'” are combined with each other, ending up to become the 1st level difference data 
from the natural log of the US patent application data. The following coding content, “qui 
reg diff'var' di,r” means that there are only one independent variable “di” and only one 
dependent variable “diff'var'”, corresponding to “d1.lnuspap” 
 
The dummy variable "di" indicates the point of the break. The dummy variable "di" and 
the multiplications of the independent variables thereby of the above final are required 
for the above QLR test coding contents. This case has the 0(zero) lag, and so, no 
independent variable multiplied by the dummy variable "di". “local critical=7.12” and 
“Critical value 10% ('critical')” are required for adaption to data characteristics. 
 

use 52-98-jp-us.dta,clear 
log using kby15-d1lnuspap-QLR-year.log,replace 
tset year 
sum year 
 
local time=r(max)-r(min)+1 
local i = round('time'*.15) 
local f = round('time'*.85) 
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local var = "lnuspap" 
 
gen diff'var' = d1.'var' 
gen qlr'var' = . 
set more off 
while 'i'<=('f') { 
gen di = (_n >='i') 
cap gen d_year = di*year 
list year 'var' diff'var' di d_year 
qui reg diff'var' di,r 
qui test di 
cap replace qlr'var' = r(F) in 'i' 
dis "'i', QLR of the year " %ty year['i'] " =" %6.2f qlr'var'['i'] " [see above table]" 
drop di d_year 
local i = 'i' + 1 
} 
sum qlr'var' 
local maxvalue=r(max) 
gen maxdate=year if round(qlr'var',0.01)==round('maxvalue',0.01) 
local maxvalue1=round('maxvalue',0.01) 
local critical=7.12 /*Replace with the appropriate critical value (see Stock & Watson)*/ 
sum year 
 
local mindate=r(min) 
sum maxdate 
local maxdate=r(max) 
gen break=year if qlr'var'>='critical' & qlr'var'!=. 
dis "Below are the break dates..." 
list year qlr'var' if break!=. 
levelsof break, local(break1) 
 
set more on 
twoway connected qlr'var' year,title(breaks in US patent apply#(1952-98)) /// 
xlabel('break1', angle(90) labsize(2.3) alternate) /// 
yline('critical') ytitle(Quandt-LR(QLR) statistic) xtitle(Time) /// 
ttext('critical' 'mindate' "Critical value 10% ('critical')", placement(ne)) /// 
ttext('maxvalue' 'maxdate' "Max QLR = 'maxvalue1'", placement(e)) saving(ts3,replace) 
scheme(s1manual) 
more 
twoway (tsline diff'var') lfit diff'var' year,saving(ts4,replace) scheme(s1manual) 
more 
twoway (tsline 'var') lfit 'var' year,saving(ts5,replace) scheme(s1manual) 
more 
graph combine ts3.gph ts4.gph ts5.gph,col(1) xsize(9) ysize(14) 

 

2.5 The Source Data for Finding Breaks 
The following left tables contain the US utility patent application data, the US design 
patent data, the US plant patent application data, the US total patent application data and 
the natural log data thereof. Right table has Japanese industrial property lawsuit 
application data and the natural log data thereof. 
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Table 6: US Data (Source: USPTO, 2016) and JP IP Lawsuit Data (Source: MIC, 2016) 

 
 
Table 7: US Patent Data-2 (Source: USPTO, 2016) 
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2.6 QLR Test Result for Finding Breaks of the US Patent Application Data 
The US changed its patent policy toward pro-patent-ism in 1980s. Our Humans' 
viewpoints (left) could be statistically corrected to be gods' (right). This correction 
washes our illusions away and shows us the way. In the following diagram, we can 
assume that the US might change its mind to have pro-patent-ism from 1984 on, without 
otherwise proving data. 
 

Figure 3: The Break Pont Found from the US Patent Application Data 

 

2.7 QLR Test Result Interpretation 
The above left graph hardly shows the exact break point. With the naked eyes, the year of 
1996 seems like the break point. Of course, the year of 2009 might also be the break 
point. On the other hand, the right graph pins the break point of 1984 explicitly, 
compared to other points. No one can deny the fact that the year of 1984 is just the right 
break point from the above result. 
 
The following table shows that the dummy variable “di” has the coefficient value 
0.031728, 0.0320162, 0.0410059, 0.038227 and 0.0373452 respectively in the year of 
1982~1986. We have also the F-statistic 4.65, 4.40, 8.07, 6.37 and 5.47 respectively in 
the year of 1982~1986. 
 
Accordingly, from the year 1984 on, the increasing trend gets to be started, we can infer. 
 
Table 8: The Break Pont Found from the US Patent Application Data 
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3. How to Prove Balloon Effect from JP Dispute Resolution Simplification 

 

3.1 Research Background 
Japan discarded one of dual IP (industrial property) infringement resolution systems in 
1960. The one was the trials (left) performed by the administrative judges of IP trial & 
appeal board and the other was the lawsuits (right) by the orthodox judges of district 
courts. Japan had experienced the radical increase of the other since 1960, just after the 
above abolishment. 

 

 
Figure 4: Balloon Effect from JP Dispute Resolution Simplification (Source: Kim, 2015) 
 

3.2 Lag-Order Selection for Level Data or Log Data Thereof 
At the left candidate of the following table, “d2.jpsap” means 2nd level difference data of 
the JP lawsuit application data “jpsap”. “d2.jpsap” has the lag of 3. The right “d2.lnjpsap” 
shows that 2nd level difference data of “lnjpsap” have the same lag 3, either. “lnjpsap” is 
the natural log data of  “jpsap”. 
 
Table 9: Lag Candidates from the JP Lawsuit Application Data 
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3.3 Heteroskedasticity Tests for Models 
In the following diagram, both of the left “L(1/3).diff2.jpsap” and the right 
“L(1/3).diff2.lnjpsap” have the normal distribution, which is the reason why we might 
take either of them. As a final we would rather choose the left “L(1/3).diff2.jpsap” for 
simplification. 
 

Figure 5: Heteroskedasticity Tests about the JP Lawsuit Application Data 
 

3.4 QLR Test Coding for Finding Breaks of the JP Lawsuit Application Data 
The following coding contents, both of “local var = "jpsap"” and “gen diff2`var' = 
d2.`var'” are combined with each other, ending up to become the 2nd level difference 
data from JP Lawsuit application data. 
 
The following coding content, “qui reg diff2`var' L(1/3).diff2`var' di d_`var'1 d_`var'2 
d_`var'3,r” means that there are 7 independent variables. “L(1/3).diff2`var'” consists of 
L1.d2.jpsap, L2.d2.jpsap and L3.d2.jpsap due to gen diff2`var' = d2.`var'. 
 
3 of “cap gen d_`var'1 = di*l1.diff2`var'”, “cap gen d_`var'2 = di*l2.diff2`var'” and “cap 
gen d_`var'3 = di*l3.diff2`var'” make multiplication of each of L1.d2.jpsap, L2.d2.jpsap 
and L3.d2.jpsap by the dummy variable “di”. “local critical=5.12” and “Critical value 1% 
('critical')” are required for adaption to data characteristics. 

 
use 52-98-jp-us.dta,clear 
log using kby14-L3-d2-jpsap-QLR.log,replace 
 
tset year 
sum year 
 
local time=r(max)-r(min)+1 
local i = round(`time'*.15) 
local f = round(`time'*.85) 
local var = "jpsap" 
gen diff2`var' = d2.`var' 
gen qlr`var' = . 
set more off 
while `i'<=(`f') { 
cap gen di = (_n >=`i') 
 
cap gen d_`var'1 = di*l1.diff2`var' 
cap gen d_`var'2 = di*l2.diff2`var' 
cap gen d_`var'3 = di*l3.diff2`var' 
 
list year `var' d.`var' diff2`var' L(1,3).diff2`var' di d_`var'1 
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qui reg diff2`var' L(1/3).diff2`var' di d_`var'1 d_`var'2 d_`var'3,r 
/*estat  ovtest*/ 
qui test di d_`var'1 d_`var'2 d_`var'3 
 
cap replace qlr`var' = r(F) in `i' 
 
dis "`i', QLR of the year " %ty year[`i'] " =" %6.2f qlr`var'[`i'] " [see above table]" 
drop di d_`var'1 d_`var'2 d_`var'3 
local i = `i' + 1 
} 
sum qlr`var' 
local maxvalue=r(max) 
gen maxdate=year if round(qlr`var',0.01)==round(`maxvalue',0.01) 
local maxvalue1=round(`maxvalue',0.01) 
local critical=5.12 /*Replace with the appropriate critical value (see Stock & Watson)*/ 
sum year 
local mindate=r(min) 
sum maxdate 
local maxdate=r(max) 
 
gen break=year if qlr`var'>=`critical' & qlr`var'!=. 
dis "Below are the break dates..." 
list year qlr`var' if break!=. 
levelsof break, local(break1) 
 
/*set more on*/ 
twoway connected qlr`var' year,title(breaks in JP IP lawsuit apply#(1952-98)) /// 
xlabel(`break1', angle(90) labsize(3) alternate) /// 
yline(`critical') ytitle(Quandt-LR(QLR)statistic) xtitle(Time) /// 
ttext(`critical' `mindate' "Critical value 1% (`critical')", placement(ne)) /// 
ttext(`maxvalue' `maxdate' "Max QLR = `maxvalue1'", placement(e)) saving(ts3,replace) 
scheme(s1manual) 
more 
twoway (tsline diff2`var' L(1/3).diff2`var') lfit diff2`var' year,saving(ts4,replace) 
scheme(s1manual) 
more 
twoway (tsline `var') lfit `var' year,saving(ts5,replace) scheme(s1manual) 
more 
graph combine ts3.gph ts4.gph ts5.gph,col(1) xsize(10) ysize(18) 

 

 
3.5 QLR Test Result for Finding Breaks of the JP Lawsuit Application Data 
In the following diagram, from the left side we cannot easily recognize the break, in other 
words, the structural change. However, from the right side we can pin point the year of 
1960, which can be detected through the above statistical processes and called as a 
balloon effect. 
 
Korea has still kept the same dual IP(industrial property) infringement resolution systems 
running to be maintained to adapt to the increasing dispute cases, as Japan’s old 
fashioned ones. However, there is also a criticism against the overlap problem similar to 
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Japan’s. Accordingly, this balloon effect phenomenon is anticipated to take place 
likewise in Korea. And so, Korea had better be prepared against the anticipated problems 
about the capacity or the ability of the related systems. 
 

Figure 6: Balloon Effect from the JP Lawsuit Application Data 

 

3.6 QLR Test Result Interpretation 
The following two tables show that the dummy variable “di” and the multiplication 
results of the independent variables by the dummy variable “di” have the coefficient 
values (0, 0, -0.1287859, 0), (0, 0, 0.1243916, 0.7960382), (0, 0.4760758, 0.4047516, 

0.9737689), (-15.42232, 1.562005, 0.351951, 0.570054) and (-27.05154, 0.2839765, 
0.1562817, 0.1193771) respectively in the year of 1958~1962. 
 

The coefficient sums of the above variables have the -0.1287859, 0.9204298, 1.8545963, 
-12.93831 and -26.4919047 respectively in the year of 1958~1962. We have also the F-
statistic 0.12, 8.64, 28.78, 27.74 and 1.45 respectively in the year of 1958~1962. 
Accordingly, from the year 1960 on, the increasing trend gets to be started, we can infer. 
 
In the two following tables “di”, “d_jpsap1” and “d_jpsap3” were omitted due to 
collinearities. We can imagine that the omitted variables had also their own roles but due 
to the collinearities they failed to do so and so had zero coefficient values. 
 
Anyway, the F-statistic of the year 1960 shows that it had the highest break or change 
causes, compared with other years. And so we can reject the H0: di=d_jpsap1= 
d_jpsap2= d_jpsap3=0 affirmatively. 
 

Table 10-1: The Break in the JP Lawsuit Application Data - 1 
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Table 10-2: The Break in the JP Lawsuit Application Data - 2 

 
 

4. How to Prove the KR Patent Scope Enlargement 

 
4.1 Lag-Order Selection for Level Data or Log Data Thereof 

 
4.1.1 Lag-Order Selection for KR Patent Application Total Data 
“kr” is the abbreviation of “Korea”. “pap” stands for patent application. “t” equals to total. 
“krpapt” means KR patent application total data and has the lag 3. “d1.krpapt” is the 1st 
level difference data of “krpapt” and has the lag 2. 

 
Table 11: Lag Candidates from the KR Patent Application Total Data 

 
 
4.1.2 Lag-Order Selection for KR Patent Registration Total Data 
“kr” is the abbreviation of “Korea”. “pre” stands for patent registration. “t” equals to total. 
“krpret” means KR patent registration total data. “d2.krpret” is the 2nd level difference 
data of “krpret” and has the lag 2. “lnkrpret” is the natural log data of “krpret” and has 
the lag 3. 
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Table 12: Lag Candidates from the KR Patent Registration Total Data 

 
 
4.2 Heteroskedasticity Tests for Models 

 

4.2.1 Heteroskedasticity Tests for KR Patent Application Total Data 
“L(1/3).krpapt” is better than “L(1/2).d1.krpapt” in terms of simplification, even though 
both of them have the normal distribution. 

 
Figure 7: Heteroskedasticity Tests about the KR Patent Application Total Data 

 

4.2.2 Heteroskedasticity Tests for KR Patent Registration Total Data 
Both of “L(1/3).krpret” and “L(1/2).d2.krpret” have the out-of-range abnormalities, 
which are the reason why they should be discarded. The rightmost “L(1/3).lnkrpret”, the 
1st level difference data from the natural log of the KR patent registration data, is the only 
one and best candidate. 
 

 
Figure 8: Heteroskedasticity Tests about the KR Patent Registration Total Data 
 

4.3 QLR Test Result for Finding Breaks 
Korea adopted material (composition of matter) patent in 1987. The following break 
value graphs (right side graphs) could be the gods' viewpoints. 
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Figure 9: Patent Scope Enlargement Proof 

 

4.4 QLR Test Result Interpretation 
The following two tables show that the dummy variable “di” and the multiplication 
results of the independent variables by the dummy variable “di” have the coefficient 
values (0, 11.62872, -11.99039, 0), (0, -0.4296419, -5.741115, 7.654412), (55796.99, 

4.526771, -1.606583, -13.36916), (10422.11, 0.6126575, -1.041757, -0.5218256) and 
(9095.736, 1.016916, -1.881677, 0.2382782) respectively in the year of 1985~1989. 
 

The coefficient sums of the above variables have the -0.36167, 1.913297, 55786.541028, 
-0.9509251, 10421.1590749 and 9095.1095172 respectively in the year of 1985~1989. 
We have also the F-statistic 381.21, 598.18, 87418.10, 55.79 and 1.98 respectively in the 
year of 1985~1989. 
 
In the following table “di” and “d_krpapt3” were omitted due to collinearities. We can 
imagine that the omitted variables had also their own roles but due to the collinearities 
they failed to do so and so had zero coefficient values. Anyway, the F-statistic of the year 
1987 shows that it had the highest break or change causes, compared with other years. 
And so we can reject the H0: di=d_jpsap1= d_jpsap2= d_jpsap3=0 affirmatively. 
 
Table 13-1: Extents of Changing in the KR Patent Application Total Data - 1 
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Table 13-2: Extents of Changing in the KR Patent Application Total Data - 2 

 
 

4.5 The Source Data for Finding Breaks 
“krpapd” and “krpapf” stands for KR patent application domestic and foreign data. 
“lnkrpapf” is the natural log of  “krpapf”. “krpref” and “krpred” stands for KR patent 
registration foreign and domestic data. “lnkrpred” is the natural log of  “krpred”. “krpapt” 
and “krpret” stands for KR patent application total and registration total data.  

 
Table 14: KR Patent Application and Registration Data (Source: KIPO, 2016) 
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4.6 QLR Test Coding for Finding Breaks 

 

4.6.1 QLR Test Coding Contents for KR Patent Application Total Data 
The following coding content, “qui reg 'var' L(1/3).'var' di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3,r” 
means that there are 7 independent variables. “L(1/3).`var'” consists of L1.krpapt, 
L2.krpapt and L3.krpapt, because of “local var = "krpapt"”. 
 
“cap gen d_`var'1 = di*l1.`var'”, “cap gen d_`var'2 = di*l2.`var'” and “cap gen d_`var'3 = 
di*l3.`var'” make multiplication of each of L1.krpapt, L2.krpapt and L3. krpapt by the 
dummy variable “di”. 

 
use 80-12-krp.dta,clear 
log using kby47-L3-krpapt-QLR.log,replace 
tset year 
sum year 
local time=r(max)-r(min)+1 
local i = round('time'*.15) 
local f = round('time'*.85) 
 
local var = "krpapt" 
 
gen qlr'var' = . 
set more off 
while 'i'<=('f') { 
cap gen di = (_n>='i') 
 
cap gen d_'var'1 = di*l1.'var' 
cap gen d_'var'2 = di*l2.'var' 
cap gen d_'var'3 = di*l3.'var' 
 
list year 'var' L(1,3).'var' di d_'var'3 
qui reg 'var' L(1/3).'var' di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3,r 
 
qui test di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3 
 
cap replace qlr'var' = r(F) in 'i' 
 
dis "'i', QLR of the year " %ty year['i'] " =" %6.2f qlr'var'['i'] " [see above table]" 
drop di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3 
local i = 'i' + 1 
} 
/* skip due to overlap by the last coding content */ 

 
4.6.2 QLR Test Coding Contents for KR Patent Registration Total Data 
The following coding content, “qui reg 'var' L(1/3).'var' di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3,r” 
means that there are 7 independent variables. “L(1/3).`var'” consists of L1.lnkrpret, 
L2.lnkrpret and L3.lnkrpret, because of “local var = "lnkrpret"”. 
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 “cap gen d_`var'1 = di*l1.`var'”, “cap gen d_`var'2 = di*l2.`var'” and “cap gen d_`var'3 = 
di*l3.`var'” make multiplication of each of L1. lnkrpret, L2. lnkrpret and L3. Lnkrpret by 
the dummy variable “di”. 

 
use 80-12-krp.dta,clear 
log using kby57-L3-lnkrpret-QLR.log,replace 
tset year 
sum year 
 
local time=r(max)-r(min)+1 
local i = round('time'*.15) 
local f = round('time'*.85) 
 
local var = "lnkrpret" 
 
gen qlr'var' = . 
set more off 
while 'i'<=('f') { 
cap gen di = (_n>='i') 
 
cap gen d_'var'1 = di*l1.'var' 
cap gen d_'var'2 = di*l2.'var' 
cap gen d_'var'3 = di*l3.'var' 
 
list year 'var' L(1,3).'var' di d_'var'3 
 
qui reg 'var' L(1/3).'var' di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3,r 
 
qui test di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3 
 
cap replace qlr'var' = r(F) in 'i' 
 
dis "'i', QLR of the year " %ty year['i'] " =" %6.2f qlr'var'['i'] " [see above table]" 
drop di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3 
local i = 'i' + 1 
} 
/* skip due to overlap by the last coding content */ 
 

 
5. Who Wins from KR Patent Scope Enlargement? 

 
5.1 Lag-Order Selection for Level Data or Log Data Thereof 

 

5.1.1 Lag-Order Selection for KR Patent Application Foreign Data 
“kr” is the abbreviation of “Korea”. “pap” stands for patent application. “f” equals to 
foreign. Accordingly, “krpapf” means KR patent application foreign data. “d2.krpapf” is 
the 2nd level difference data of “krpapf” and has the lag 2. “d4.krpapf” is the 4th level 
difference data of “krpapf” and has the lag 3. “lnkrpapf” is the natural log data of “krpapf” 
and has the lag 1. 
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Table 15: Lag Candidates from the KR Patent Application Foreign Data 

 
 

5.1.2 Lag-Order Selection for KR Patent Registration Foreign Data 
“kr” is the abbreviation of “Korea”. “pre” stands for patent registration. “f” equals to 
foreign. Accordingly, “krpref” means KR patent registration foreign data, which has the 
lag 3. “d4.krpref” is the 4th level difference data of “krpref” has the lag 4. 

 
Table 16: Lag Candidates from the KR Patent Registration Foreign Data 

 
 

5.1.3 Lag-Order Selection for KR Patent Application Domestic Data 
“kr” is the abbreviation of “Korea”. “pap” stands for patent application. “d” equals to 
domestic. Accordingly, “krpapd” means KR patent application domestic data. “d3.krpapd” 
is the 3rd level difference data of “krpapd” and has the lag 4. 
 
 “d2.lnkrpapd” is the 2nd level difference data of “lnkrpapd” and has the lag 3. “lnkrpapd” 
is the natural log data of “krpapd”. 

 
Table 17: Lag Candidates from the KR Patent Application Domestic Data 

 
 

5.1.4 Lag-Order Selection for KR Patent Registration Domestic Data 
“kr” is the abbreviation of “Korea”. “pre” stands for patent registration. “d” equals to 
domestic. The following leftmost “d2.krpred” has the lag 2. The middle “d4.krpred” has 
the lag 4 and the rightmost “lnkpred” the lag 3. 
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Table 18: Lag Candidates from the KR Patent Registration domestic Data 

 
 

5.2 Heteroskedasticity Tests for Models 

 

5.2.1 Heteroskedasticity Tests for KR Patent Application Foreign Data 
The following rightmost “L1.lnkrpapf” is the best in terms of simplification, even though 
all of the following 3 have the normal distribution. 
 

 
Figure 10: Heteroskedasticity Tests about the KR Patent Application Foreign Data 
 

5.2.2 Heteroskedasticity Tests for KR Patent Registration Foreign Data 
The following left “L(1/3).krpref” has the out-of-range abnormality, which is the reason 
why it should be discarded. The right “L(1/4).krpref”, the lags 1, 2, 3, 4 of the 4th level 
difference data from the KR patent registration foreign data, is the only one and best 
candidate. 
 

 
Figure 11: Heteroskedasticity Tests about the KR Patent Registration Foreign Data 
 

5.2.3 Heteroskedasticity Tests for KR Patent Application Domestic Data 
The left “L(1/4).d3. krpapd” is the only one and best candidate in the following diagram. 

 

 
Figure 12: Heteroskedasticity Tests about the KR Patent Application Domestic Data 
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5.2.4 Heteroskedasticity Tests for KR Patent Registration Domestic Data 
The following leftmost “L(1/2).d2.krpred” has the out of range problem. Both of the 
middle “L(1/4).d4.krpred” and the rightmost “L(1/3).lnkpred” have the normal 
distribution. The rightmost “L(1/3).lnkpred” is the best in terms of simplification. 

 

 
Figure 13: Heteroskedasticity Tests about the KR Patent Application Domestic Data 

 

5.3 QLR Test Result for Finding Breaks 
We divided both of the application data and registration data of the KR patent into 
foreign and domestic data, from which we can find the following secrets. 
 
Foreigners applied earlier but took results later, and the domestic people did contrariwise. 
Domestic people had already enjoyed the above adoption since 1987 and didn’t need to 
hurry. 
 

 
Figure 14: Who Wins from KR Patent Scope Enlargement    
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5.4 QLR Test Coding Contents for Finding Breaks 

 
5.4.1 QLR Test Coding for KR Patent Application Foreign Data 
The following coding content, “qui reg 'var' L1.'var' di d_'var',r” means that there are 4 
independent variables. “L1.`var'” is L1.lnkrpapf, because of “local var = "lnkrpapf"”. 
 
“cap gen d_'var' = di*l1.'var'” makes multiplication of L1.lnkrpapf by the dummy 
variable “di”. “local critical=6.02” and “Critical value 1% ('critical')” are required for 
adaption to data characteristics. 
 

use 80-12-krp.dta,clear 
log using kby24-L1-lnkrpapf-QLR.log,replace 
tset year 
sum year 
local time=r(max)-r(min)+1 
local i = round('time'*.15) 
local f = round('time'*.85) 
 
local var = "lnkrpapf" 
 
gen qlr'var' = . 
set more off 
while 'i'<=('f') { 
cap gen di = (_n >='i') 
 
cap gen d_'var' = di*l1.'var' 
 
list year 'var' l1.'var' di d_'var' 
qui reg 'var' L1.'var' di d_'var',r 
 
qui test di d_'var' 
 
cap replace qlr'var' = r(F) in 'i' 
 
dis "'i', QLR of the year " %ty year['i'] " =" %6.2f qlr'var'['i'] " [see above table]" 
drop di d_'var' 
local i = 'i' + 1 
} 
sum qlr'var' 
local maxvalue=r(max) 
gen maxdate=year if round(qlr'var',0.01)==round('maxvalue',0.01) 
local maxvalue1=round('maxvalue',0.01) 
local critical=6.02 /*Replace with the appropriate critical value (see Stock & Watson)*/ 
sum year 
local mindate=r(min) 
sum maxdate 
local maxdate=r(max) 
 
gen break=year if qlr'var'>='critical' & qlr'var'!=. 
dis "Below are the break dates..." 
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list year qlr'var' if break!=. 
levelsof break, local(break1) 
set more on 
twoway connected qlr'var' year,title(breaks in KR patent apply foreign#(1980-2012)) /// 
xlabel('break1', angle(90) labsize(2.3) alternate) /// 
yline('critical') ytitle(Quandt-LR(QLR) statistic) xtitle(Time) /// 
ttext('critical' 'mindate' "Critical value 1% ('critical')", placement(ne)) /// 
ttext('maxvalue' 'maxdate' "Max QLR = 'maxvalue1'", placement(e)) saving(ts3,replace) 
scheme(s1manual) 
more 
twoway (tsline 'var' L1.'var') lfit 'var' year,saving(ts4,replace) scheme(s1manual) 
more 
twoway (tsline 'var') lfit 'var' year,saving(ts5,replace) scheme(s1manual) 
more 
graph combine ts3.gph ts4.gph ts5.gph,col(1) xsize(9) ysize(14) 

 

5.4.2 QLR Test Coding for KR Patent Registration Foreign Data 
The following coding content, “qui reg diff4'var' L(1/4).diff4'var' di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 
d_'var'3 d_'var'4,r” means that there are 10 independent variables. “L(1/4).diff4'var'” 
consists of L1.d4.krpref, L2.d4.krpref, L3.d4.krpref and L4.d4.krpref, because of “local 
var = "krpref"” and “gen diff4'var' = d4.'var'”. 
 
“cap gen d_'var'1 = di*l1.diff4'var'”, “cap gen d_'var'2 = di*l2.diff4'var'”, “cap gen 
d_'var'3 = di*l3.diff4'var'” and “cap gen d_'var'4 = di*l4.diff4'var'” make multiplication 
of each of L1.d4.krpref, L2.d4.krpref, L3.d4.krpref and L4.d4.krpref by the dummy 

variable “di”. “local critical=4.53” and “Critical value 1% ('critical')” are required 
for adaption to data characteristics. 
 

use 80-12-krp.dta,clear 
log using kby35-L4-d4-krpref-QLR.log,replace 
tset year 
sum year 
local time=r(max)-r(min)+1 
local i = round('time'*.15) 
local f = round('time'*.85) 
 
local var = "krpref" 
gen diff4'var' = d4.'var' 
gen qlr'var' = . 
set more off 
while 'i'<=('f') { 
cap gen di = (_n>='i') 
 
cap gen d_'var'1 = di*l1.diff4'var' 
cap gen d_'var'2 = di*l2.diff4'var' 
cap gen d_'var'3 = di*l3.diff4'var' 
cap gen d_'var'4 = di*l4.diff4'var' 
 
list year 'var' d.'var' diff4'var' L(1,4).diff4'var' di d_'var'4 
qui reg diff4'var' L(1/4).diff4'var' di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3 d_'var'4,r 
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qui test di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3 d_'var'4 
 
cap replace qlr'var' = r(F) in 'i' 
 
dis "'i', QLR of the year " %ty year['i'] " =" %6.2f qlr'var'['i'] " [see above table]" 
drop di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3 d_'var'4 
local i = 'i' + 1 
} 
sum qlr'var' 
local maxvalue=r(max) 
gen maxdate=year if round(qlr'var',0.01)==round('maxvalue',0.01) 
local maxvalue1=round('maxvalue',0.01) 
local critical=4.53 /*Replace with the appropriate critical value (see Stock & Watson)*/ 
sum year 
local mindate=r(min) 
sum maxdate 
local maxdate=r(max) 
 
gen break=year if qlr'var'>='critical' & qlr'var'!=. 
dis "Below are the break dates..." 
list year qlr'var' if break!=. 
levelsof break, local(break1) 
set more on 
twoway connected qlr'var' year,title(breaks in KR patent registered foreign#(1980-2012)) 
/// 
xlabel('break1', angle(90) labsize(2.3) alternate) /// 
yline('critical') ytitle(Quandt-LR(QLR) statistic) xtitle(Time) /// 
ttext('critical' 'mindate' "Critical value 1% ('critical')", placement(ne)) /// 
ttext('maxvalue' 'maxdate' "Max QLR = 'maxvalue1'", placement(e)) saving(ts3,replace) 
scheme(s1manual) 
more 
twoway (tsline diff4'var' L(1/4).diff4'var') lfit diff4'var' year,saving(ts4,replace) 
scheme(s2manual) 
more 
twoway (tsline 'var') lfit 'var' year,saving(ts5,replace) scheme(s1manual) 
more 
graph combine ts3.gph ts4.gph ts5.gph,col(1) xsize(9) ysize(14) 

 

5.4.3 QLR Test Coding for KR Patent Application Domestic Data 
The following coding content, “qui reg diff3'var' L(1/4).diff3'var' di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 
d_'var'3 d_'var'4,r” means that there are 10 independent variables. “L(1/4).diff3'var'” 
consists of L1.d3.krpapd, L2.d3.krpapd, L3.d3.krpapd and L4.d3.krpapd, because of 
“local var = "krpapd"” and “gen diff3'var' = d3.'var'”. 
 
“cap gen d_'var'1 = di*l1.diff3'var'”, “cap gen d_'var'2 = di*l2.diff3'var'”, “cap gen 
d_'var'3 = di*l3.diff3'var'” and “cap gen d_'var'4 = di*l4.diff3'var'” make multiplication 
of each of L1.d3. krpapd, L2.d3. krpapd, L3.d3. krpapd and L4.d3. krpapd by the dummy 

variable “di”. “local critical=4.53” and “Critical value 1% ('critical')” are required 
for adaption to data characteristics. 
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use 80-12-krp.dta,clear 
log using kby25-L4-d3-krpapd-QLR.log,replace 
tset year 
sum year 
local time=r(max)-r(min)+1 
local i = round('time'*.15) 
local f = round('time'*.85) 
local var = "krpapd" 
gen diff3'var' = d3.'var' 
gen qlr'var' = . 
set more off 
while 'i'<=('f') { 
cap gen di = (_n >='i') 
 
cap gen d_'var'1 = di*l1.diff3'var' 
cap gen d_'var'2 = di*l2.diff3'var' 
cap gen d_'var'3 = di*l3.diff3'var' 
cap gen d_'var'4 = di*l4.diff3'var' 
 
list year 'var' diff3'var' L(1,4).diff3'var' di d_'var'4 
qui reg diff3'var' L(1/4).diff3'var' di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3 d_'var'4,r 
 
qui test di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3 d_'var'4 
 
cap replace qlr'var' = r(F) in 'i' 
 
dis "'i', QLR of the year " %ty year['i'] " =" %6.2f qlr'var'['i'] " [see above table]" 
drop di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3 d_'var'4 
local i = 'i' + 1 
} 
sum qlr'var' 
local maxvalue=r(max) 
gen maxdate=year if round(qlr'var',0.01)==round('maxvalue',0.01) 
local maxvalue1=round('maxvalue',0.01) 
local critical=4.53 /*Replace with the appropriate critical value (see Stock & Watson)*/ 
sum year 
local mindate=r(min) 
sum maxdate 
local maxdate=r(max) 
 
gen break=year if qlr'var'>='critical' & qlr'var'!=. 
dis "Below are the break dates..." 
list year qlr'var' if break!=. 
levelsof break, local(break1) 
set more on 
twoway connected qlr'var' year,title(breaks in KR patent apply domestic#(1980-2012)) /// 
xlabel('break1', angle(90) labsize(2.3) alternate) /// 
yline('critical') ytitle(Quandt-LR(QLR) statistic) xtitle(Time) /// 
ttext('critical' 'mindate' "Critical value 1% ('critical')", placement(ne)) /// 
ttext('maxvalue' 'maxdate' "Max QLR = 'maxvalue1'", placement(e)) saving(ts3,replace) 
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scheme(s1manual) 
more 
twoway (tsline diff3'var' L(1/4).diff3'var') lfit diff3'var' year,saving(ts4,replace) 
scheme(s1manual) 
more 
twoway (tsline 'var') lfit 'var' year,saving(ts5,replace) scheme(s1manual) 
more 
graph combine ts3.gph ts4.gph ts5.gph,col(1) xsize(9) ysize(14) 

 

5.4.4 QLR Test Coding for KR Patent Registration Domestic Data 
The following coding content, “qui reg 'var' L(1/3).'var' di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3,r” 
means that there are 8 independent variables. “L(1/3).'var'” consists of L1. lnkrpred, L2. 
lnkrpred and L3.lnkrpred, because of “local var = "lnkrpred"”. 
 
“cap gen d_'var'1 = di*l1.'var'”, “cap gen d_'var'2 = di*l2.'var'” and “cap gen d_'var'3 = 
di*l3.'var'” make multiplication of each of L1. lnkrpred, L2. lnkrpred and L3. lnkrpred by 
the dummy variable “di”. 
 

use 80-12-krp.dta,clear 
log using kby37-d3-lnkrpred-QLR.log,replace 
tset year 
sum year 
local time=r(max)-r(min)+1 
local i = round('time'*.15) 
local f = round('time'*.85) 
 
local var = "lnkrpred" 
 
gen qlr'var' = . 
set more off 
while 'i'<=('f') { 
cap gen di = (_n>='i') 
 
cap gen d_'var'1 = di*l1.'var' 
cap gen d_'var'2 = di*l2.'var' 
cap gen d_'var'3 = di*l3.'var' 
 
list year 'var' L(1,3).'var' di d_'var'3 
qui reg 'var' L(1/3).'var' di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3,r 
 
qui test di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3 
 
cap replace qlr'var' = r(F) in 'i' 
 
dis "'i', QLR of the year " %ty year['i'] " =" %6.2f qlr'var'['i'] " [see above table]" 
drop di d_'var'1 d_'var'2 d_'var'3 
local i = 'i' + 1 
} 
/* skip due to overlap by the last coding content */ 
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6. Constraints of This Thesis 
 
Balcombe et al (2011) insisted that we should only accept the lag order of up to 3 for 
autocorrelation elimination. However, in the chapter 5, at the paragraphs of 5.2.2, 5.2.3, 
5.4.2 and 5.4.3, we could not help but choose the lag 4 due to the source data fluctuations. 
The other restriction is the fact that we adopted the significance level 10% for the US 
patent application data analysis in chapter 2. 
 
Afterwards, somebody could try to use the Box-Cox transform or another transform such 

as √y and 1/y. Transforming methods herein were the natural logarithm from the level 

data, the difference data from the level data or the natural logarithm data. The lags were 
chosen by the criteria of FPE, AIC, HQIC, SBIC, which were given by the already 
developed computerized software. 
 

7. Further Application Possibilities 

 
There are so many time series data such as the GDP per capita data, the stock price data, 
the seismic intensity data and etc. 
 
This author tried to apply this method for the stock price data and failed to get 
satisfactory results due to extreme fluctuations, against which the peculiar transformation 
like the Box-Cox's, √y or 1/y might have to be used or for which polynomial trend 
models should be considered. 
 
Generally speaking, if they find the long-run moving average line at the top, the mid-run 
one at the middle and short-run one at the bottom or vice versa, they call it “golden cross” 
or “dead cross”. After “cross” the stock price will show breaks upwards or downwards. In 
ARIMA(p,d,q) they only take “q” without “p” and “d” considered, on the contrary to this 
thesis. 
 
Accordingly, in ARIMA(p,d,q) both of the one option of “p” & “d” and the other option 
of “q” are alternatives to each other. We cannot use simultaneously both of the one option 
of “p” & “d” and the other option of “q”, which are logically exclusive “or”, this author 
insists. 
 
As for GDP, the implicit price deflator, the PPP(purchasing-power-parity) conversion 
factor or the other arbitration factors like 1985 Plaza agreement for the dollar 
depreciation might to have to be applied or considered before this method's being applied.  
 
Once we experienced some odors just before the seismic intensity data's breaks, we faced 
earthquake breaks, we could suppose. If that was the case, we might be able to apply this 
thesis’s method or the above “golden cross” or “dead cross” method, which could be the 
cause of this author’s naive imaginations for the future researches & developments. 
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